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EE KEY INDUSTRIES is a partnership firm. The registered office is 308, 3rd Floor, Darpan Apartment, R. C. Dutt Road, Alkapuri, Vadodara – 390 007, Gujarat, India. The firm commenced its operation from 1st April, 2014.

The company is in the business of providing turnkey solutions in the field of manufacturing of process house equipments & material handling system for sugar, cement, chemical, fertilizers & ethanol plants, minerals industry & general heavy fabrication. The company has its head office at Vadodara (Gujarat State). The company operates with the strength of 40 members of staff as well as supervisory/labour group specializing in engineering, material management, market intelligence studies and business promotion in particular. The field staff for updating the requirement of each client. The company has a cohesive team of highly specialized managerial and technical experts in their respective fields to assist the organization in its performance and after sales services. The company also draws on the services of associated experts in the field of power transmission line & sub-stations to sugar machinery/process equipment, electrification, civil engineering, and agricultural machinery.

The manpower potential of the company and the one it proposes to deploy for the proposed project are discussed inside. With these accomplishments, VEE KEY INDUSTRIES is poised for further era of growth.

VEE KEY INDUSTRIES provides “Design Built” or “Turnkey” EPC solutions in major engineering discipline including civil/structural plant design / mechanical, electrical, ProComm control/automation playing critical role in the core sectors of industries. As per as VEE KEY INDUSTRIES technology and engineering practices are concerned, the

Emphasis is given to nurture research and development and also to encourage new ideas. The emphasis has also been on providing the tailor-made solutions to meet different conditions and requirements of the clients. The engineering team ensures that all plant; machinery and associated equipments are designed, fabricated and erected based on the following international standards such as ASME / API / TEAM / DIN / JIS for mechanical designs. ISA / IEEE codes for electrical and instrumentation, civil & structural design conforming to local country code & good engineering practices. Architecture and aesthetics in line with international developments as per international practices and finishing.

Strategy

Our business strategy is to provide superior engineering offerings and consultancy services that rely on innovation as a core differentiator. We take a holistic approach to the critical elements that customers require. The elements of our business strategy include:

Innovation: We rely on going innovation in engineering planning and design, engineering, project implementation, project management and support services to ensure continuing engineering leadership, which our customers experience in the form of greater cost efficiencies.

Solutions-Based Selling Model: We use a solution-based selling model that emphasize on tailor-making solutions to address unique customers' business requirements and needs.

Core values

Management and staff at VEE KEY INDUSTRIES subscribe and commit themselves to the following values:

• To respect the rights of all clients, tenants and employees.
• To never breach the confidentiality of a client.
• To respect client’s expectation of a professional service.
• To operate in a non-discriminatory and non-partisan manner.
• To strive to provide an excellent service at all times to clients and tenants.
• To promote transparency and avoid favoritism, corruption and conflict of interest.
• To operate in a manner which will reflect our integrity and honesty.
• To be committed to the empowerment of the disadvantaged people of the region.

Quality statement

VEE KEY INDUSTRIES is committed to consistently provide quality services and products that meet and exceed customer and regulatory requirements through continuous improvement to the effectiveness of the quality management system. We adhere strictly to international quality and safety norms across our office and manufacturing facilities.
Skills Development
We actively encourage growth and development in all our staff and view skills development and capacity building as a critical component of our business. In addition to on-the-job training and close mentorship, we find short training courses as well as college diplomas for any of our staff interested in further studies and personal development.

Product Portfolio
[A] Sugar Plant Machinery such as
01. Rotary Vacuum Cane Mud Filter.
02. Cane Juice Clarifier [Multi Tray + Single Tray]
03. Juice Heater – High Velocity / Dynamic / Vapour Line
04. Juice Sulphiter / Syrup Sulphiter
05. Semi-Kestner / Evaporator [Central / Multi Down Take]
06. Batch Type Vacuum Pan Multi-Down Take Type
07. Continuous Vacuum Pan For A, B & C Massesuite.
08. Crystallizers-Air Cooled / Water Cooled / Vacuum Seed.

[B] Sugar House Equipment
01. Sugar Elevators / Hopper / Conveyor.
02. Sugar Silo System with Auto Weighing And Conveying System.
03. Sugar Bag System from Sugar House To Godown.

[C] Milling House
01. Bagasse Elevators.
02. Bagasse Carriers, Return Bagasse Carrier.
03. Rake Elevator.
04. Cane Carriers.

[D] Co-Generation
01. Complete Bagasse, coal handling system.
02. Pneumatically / mechanically / ash handling system.

[E] Chemical Plant
01. Leaching reactor.
02. Pressure vessel / column.
03. Batch reactor.
04. Storage tanks.
05. Rotary dryer.

[F] Autoclaved Aerated Concrete Plant [AAC]

[G] General Heavy Fabrication

[H] Grit Blasting, Painting & Metalizing

[I] Buffing, Pickling & Electro Polishing

Other Technical Assumptions
- The installed capacity of the machines would be 250 to 300 M.T. per month as per the installation of the available machineries.
- Maximum production is estimated to be at above 80% since the partner has adequate experience and well-established infrastructure.
- There will be 2 working shifts of 8 hours each per day and 360 working days in the year.
Sugar Plant Machinery

Rotary Vacuum Cane Mud Filter
Vee key Industries manufacturer of rotary vacuum cane mud filters, which are offered in various materials and drum constructions. These most advanced filtration systems are mainly utilized in sugar industry. As per the construction material of the drum, each filter is provided with stainless steel screens and polypropylene or stainless steel ribbed brass decking’s. In order to maintain a complete vacuum seal, the drum is separated by divisional as well as caulking strips.

Cane Juice Clarifier
Vee key Industries manufacture highly effective multi tray as well as single tray juice clarifier, providing single type to 555 types with separate juice inlet through the central shaft. Separate juice outlet and separate mud outlet from each compartment. The clarifier will be two juice withdrawals diametrically opposite in each compartment to minimize turbulence the juice withdrawal will through the take - off pipe of semi-circular, shape located inside each compartment of clarifier provided. The juice withdraws through take off pipe of hexagonal shape located inside each compartment of clarifier. One mud withdrawal shall be provided equal distance from the clear juice.

Juice Heater
VEE KEY INDUSTRIES Is Counted Among The Leading Firms Offering Juice Heaters. The Offered Heaters Are Widely Used For Heating Juice During The Process. These Heaters Conform Their Accordance To The International Standards.
We Offer Our Clients A Wide Range Of Juice Heaters Such As:
• Dynamic Juice Heaters
• Vapor Line Juice Heaters
• High Velocity Juice Heaters
Sugar Plant Machinery

Juice Sulphiter
Vee Key Industries is dealing in manufacturing, supplying and exporting efficient Juice Sulphiter. Our Juice Sulphiter is fabricated from M.S. or S.S., depending on the requirement of the client. Our Juice Sulphiter is manufactured using superior quality raw materials which meet the requirements of the sugar industry. Our Juice Sulphiter is available in various capacities ranging from 45 HL to 500 HL. Our Juice Sulphiter ensures high performance for long life. Our Juice Sulphiter is designed in such a way that they provide efficient and trouble-free operations.

Syrup Sulphiter
Vee Key Industries offering our Syrup Sulphiter in the capacity range from 10 HL to 120 HL. It successfully caters to the requirements of sulphitation of syrup. Syrup Sulphiter manufactured by us provides efficient work output for long life. Our Syrup Sulphiter is manufactured from M.S. or S.S. We also offer our Syrup Sulphiter in different sizes to our valued clients in order to suit their specific needs. Our Syrup Sulphiter is designed in such a way that they provide efficient and trouble-free operations.

Semi Kestner
Vee Key Industries manufacture the equipment as per the requirements of customers; we are manufacturer of best quality of Semi Kestner. Our product are easy to use in suitable applications. The advantages of this equipment less space required due to long tube length, capacity increases by 15 – 20% higher heat transfer & high velocity of juice less inversion losses because of less retention time of juice at high temperature. We can designed Calandria with min. 4.0 Mrs. Long Tubes up to 6.0 Mrs. Long Tube as per customers requirement & availability of exhaust back pressure of power house turbine. Calandria is designed by keeping sufficient annular space & to give the tangential steam entry of exhaust and non-condensate gases are taken out from Centre.

Juice Sulphiter

Syrup Sulphiter

Semi Kestner
**Evaporator**

Vee Key Industries manufacture the equipment an assortment of evaporators at industry-leading prices. This range of products is widely made use of in mitigating the product volume, enhancing the product storage life and in eliminating water before drying a well. The evaporation process is regarded as the basic method for production of concentrates, because it can eliminate water or liquids in the best energy-efficient manner. Further, through using higher temperatures or through allocating the liquid to a wider surface area, the process time can be lessened to a great extent. Yet, the manufacturer must take precaution on the truth that high temperatures together with longer preservation time can result in degradation of the foodstuffs that are being processed.

**Batch Type Vacuum Pan Multi-Down Take Type**

Vee Key Industries manufacture the equipment & offer wide range of quality batch pans. In the sugar industry, the pan boiling is batch type. The operation involves taking the feed boiling to develop the sugar crystals and dropping the material after attaining the desired crystal size.

The whole operation is manual and product depends on the quality of the feed and the skill of the operating people. If the product is good and the pan man is good, the sugar quality also will be better and the results otherwise will be vice versa. In the case of batch pan there is always human errors, loss of times, loss of energy and uncontrolled water usage and additional man power.

**Continues Vacuum Pan**

Vee Key Industries manufacture / offer continuous vacuum pan design produces high massecuite exhaustion, consistent crystal size and improves energy efficiency. Continuous vacuum pan designs are suitable for A, B and C massecuite and are configured to optimize upstream and downstream plant capabilities.

Continuous vacuum pans are designed to:
- Produce strong massecuite circulation
- Provide uniform conditions for crystal growth at any section along the pan
- Generate narrow crystal size distribution
- Minimize the number of control instruments
- Provide easy access to calandria for maintenance
- Simplify valving and feed pipe work
- Augment production capacity by the addition of an extra module
- Maintain consistent production performance with minimal operator supervision
- Produce rapid and simple emptying, boil out and restart operations.

**Evaporator Body With Multi Down Take**

The juice coming out from clarifier is known as clear juice & is of 14o Brix to 18o Brix. This juice is concentrated for the formation of crystal sugar from 15o Brix to 60o Brix. In the form of syrup and for this set of evaporator is used.
Sugar Plant Machinery

**Air Cooled Crystallizer**
With Our In-Depth Knowledge in The Relevant Industry, We Are Supplying Quality Assured Range Of Air Cooled Crystallizer For Sugar Mill With Capacity of 30 Ton to 100 Ton Etc. Offered Crystallizer Is Tested In Terms Of Quality In Order To Deliver A Flawless Range. This Crystallizer Is Designed Using Supreme Class Material And Cutting Edge Technology At Par With International Standards. Also, We Offer This Crystallizer In Different Capacities As Per The Needs Of Customers.

**Water Cool Crystallizers**
As Per The Requirements Of The Customers, We Are Involved In Offering Best Quality Of Water Cooled Crystallizers. This Water Cooled Crystallizers Are Known For Its Supreme Quality And High Durability. We Manufactured This Water Cooled Crystallizers By Using Good Quality Material. Water Cooled Crystallizers Are Extensively Used In Beet And Cane Sugar Factories. Our Products Are Easy To Use In Suitable Applications.

**Vacuum Seed Crystallizer**
We Are The Prominent Manufacturer And Supplier Of A Wide Range Of Vacuum Crystallizers. Offered Vacuum Crystallizer Is Manufactured In Strict Compliance With Set Standards Using Top Quality Material & Latest Techniques In Compliance With The Norms Of Industry. This Vacuum Crystallizer Is Used For Different Product At Different Operating Conditions. Our Provided Vacuum Crystallizer Is Extensively Demanded In Pharmaceutical And Cosmetic And Food Industries.
Sugar Plant Machinery

Pug Mills
With The Help Of Our Skilled Professionals, We Are Involved In Manufacturing And Supplying A Comprehensive Range Of Pug Mill. The Offered Products Are Fabricated Using The Best Grade Raw Material And Sophisticated Technology. These Are Stringently Tested On Various Parameters In Order To Deliver Flawless Range At The Clients’ End. Furthermore, Clients Can Avail The Offered Products From Us At The Most Affordable Price Range.

Magma Mixers
With The Help Of Our Experts, We Are Highly Engaged In Offering An Excellent Range Of Magma Mixer. This Offered Mixer Is Designed And Manufactured By Our Adroit Professionals In Tune With Industry Quality Standards. Our Offered Mixer Is Manufactured Using The Advanced Technology, Latest Machines And The Finest Components. Moreover, Offered Mixer Is Tested On Different Strict Parameters To Make Sure Its Durability And Quality.

Molasses Conditioners
Vee Key Industries Manufacture The Molasses Conditioners Working Effectively To Heat The Molasses To The Required Level, By Utilizing Non Condensable Gasses/ Vapours From The Calandria Of Last Body Of The Evaporators Under Vacuum.

Sugar Melters
By Utilizing Skills Of Our Ingenious Professionals, Vee Key Industries Offering A Quality Assured Assortment Of Sugar Melters Which Is Used To Reprocess Sugar To New Sugar. These Sugar Melters Is Designed Using Supreme Quality Components Under The Direction Of Experts And Latest Technology. The Offered Sugar Melters Can Be Availed In Numerous Specifications As Per The Application Requirements Of The Customers. Sugar Melters.
Sugar House Equipment

Sugar Elevators
Vee Key Industries are one of the renowned manufacturers, offering a wide range of sugar elevators to the esteemed clients. These are highly appreciated and demanded in sugar mills. Further, these elevators are used for carrying sugar from the bottom to the top direction. Their swift performance and durability have made these popular among the clients.

Sugar Hopper
Vee Key Industries manufacture the equipment under rigid supervision of our skilled professionals. We are manufacturing and supplying a wide range of complete sugar hopper. The offered tray is developed using high grade components, in compliance with international standards under the supervision of skilled professionals. We manufacture various types of sugar hopper.

Sugar Conveyor
Vee Key Industries are an industry leader in the manufacturing and supply of conveyor for sugar, cement, and fertilizer industry. The offered pneumatic conveyor is commonly used for the loose sugar processing in sugar plants. Our offered conveyor is able to move the bulk sugar processing intermediates, which are air stream suspended at intake points. The offered conveyor is able to efficiently separate the qualified and unqualified sugar materials, for discharging at the exit gates.
Sugar House Equipment

Sugar Silo System With Auto Weighing And Conveying System
Vee Key Industries manufacture Sugar Silo Systems with welded or bolted on to the supporting structure of the silo. These are cost-effective systems for providing 1% to 3% of mass accuracy. Our designed equipment gives years of maintenance-free service once it’s installed and calibrated. It provides an ideal solution for non-intrusive level measurements for materials that are subject to uneven buildup, bridging, or sidewall collection. Also, liquids or wetted materials that are not suited for direct contact level measurement are an ideal application for these weighing systems. The unique design makes it an excellent solution for retrofitting existing structures without compromise of the integrity of the vessel or structure.

Sugar Bag System From Sugar House To Godown
Vee Key Industries have a reputed & most trusted name in this business, involved in offering supersite quality range of sugar bagging system. Our product is extensively used in different industries for bagging equipment and customized packaging. To attain the maximum satisfaction of our clients, we are offering this product in different range and at pocket friendly price.
Bagasse Elevators
Vee Key Industries Are Leading Manufacturer And Supplier Of High Quality Bagasse Elevator To Our Reliable Customers. These Products Are Manufactured From Finest Quality Raw Material And Used In Sugar Industries For Carrying Bulk Stuff. These Elevators Are Available In Various Standards Sizes That Best Suits The Needs Of Our Customer. These Products Can Also Be Customized According To The Needs Of Our Customers. These Products Are Available At Very Affordable Market Price To Our Customer Without Compromising On Our Quality.

Bagasse Carriers
Vee Key Industries Believe In Establishing And Maintaining A Long Lasting Association With Some Of Our Valuable Clients By Providing Them With Best In Class Bagasse Carriers. Manufactured As Per The Industry Laid Norms, These Carriers Are Used For Conveying Different Products From One Place To Another. Rendered By Us At Industry Leading Prices, These Carriers Are Highly Appreciated. This Carrier will be High Load Bearing Capacity, Resistance against Corrosion

Return Bagasse Carriers
For The Diverse Requirements Of Our Clients We Are Involved In Offering A Wide Range Of Return Bagasse Carrier. Offered Bagasse Carrier Are Highly Durable In Nature. Our Products Are Manufactured Using Best Quality Material In Adherence To The International Quality Standards. In Addition To This, We Offer Our Products At Feasible Rates.
**Milling House**

**Rake Elevator**
Vee Key Industries is the leading manufacturer of Rake Elevator with short space and designed to transfer the crushed cane from 1st mill to last mill which will help to instantaneous feeding at the mills.

**Cane Carriers**
Vee Key Industries is the leading manufacturer and supplier of premium quality assortment of Cane Carrier. These are manufactured in our production unit by using superior quality raw material and latest technology, which is well-equipped with advanced machines. These products are quality tested on various parameters to ensure flawlessness and defect-free range. Clients can avail the offered gamut in customized options at market leading prices.
Co Generation

**Bagasse Handling System**
Vee Key Industries is a reputable organization for the design, manufacturing, and supplies & exports of high-quality bagasse handling systems. We offer a wide range, ensuring that the highest quality material is used. The material used in the manufacturing process is sourced from the most trusted and reliable vendors in the market. Further, these systems are manufactured using the latest technology, which aids in delivering an effective range to the clients. These systems are used extensively in sugar plants, transferring the bagasse from main bagasse carriers to stockyards.

**Coal Handling System**
Ours is an illustrious organization that manufactures supplies, trades, and exports the finest quality coal handling systems. To manufacture the offered range, we make sure that the highest quality material is used. The material used in the manufacturing process is sourced from the most trusted and reliable vendors in the market. Further, these systems are manufactured using the latest technology, which aids in delivering an effective range to the clients. These systems are used extensively in thermal power plants and coal handling plants. In addition to this, these are used for transferring the coal from trucks and wagon tippler hoppers with the help of belt conveyors to boiler bunkers.

**Ash Handling System**
Vee Key Industries are indulged in manufacturing and supplying a wide range of ash handling systems. These are easy to maintain and operate and offer high performance. Moreover, these are fabricated in accordance with predefined industrial norms & regulations. These provide a plurality of hoppers that are disposed under a solid fuel-fired steam boiler. The hoppers have angled walls along with the rectangular opening regulated by a grate door. The air inlets are provided at intersections between adjacent angled walls so that the flow of ash can be facilitated along with the combustion of the unburned fuel. In addition, the hopper enters the crusher and is conveyed through the vacuum line to the disposal point. Moreover, the heavier ash particles are carried and the lighter particles are bypassed through the mobile tank truck. We offer centrifugal dust particle separation mechanisms.
Chemical Plant

Leaching Reactor
Leach Reactor is a high yield processing solution designed to drastically improve mineral recovery from gravity concentrate. Combining long-term production value with low operating costs, the Leach Reactor is installed after concentration in a circuit to maximize gravity treated ore. Extensive test work of the Leach Reactor on site has shown over 99% of the target mineral is recovered through a simple, fully automated process that is easily incorporated into gold and silver recovery operations. Mineral Systems designs and supplies complete, customizable mineral recovery circuits incorporating leaching, gravity concentration, agglomeration, and electro winning based on mining project requirements.

Pressure Vessel / Column
Avail From Us Quality Assured Pressure Vessels / Column, Which Is Used For The Purpose Of Holding Liquid Or Gases At A Specific Pressure. To Ensure That Offered Pressure Vessels Are Able To Stand Tall On The Expectations Of Patrons, We Manufacture This Using Best Grade Stainless Steel, Sourced From Certified Vendors. Along With This, We Keep In Mind The Globally Laid Quality Standards While Manufacturing These Pressure Vessels. Our Company Offer High Quality Of Pressure Vessels / Column. They Are Also Available In Various Shapes And Sizes. As It Is Designed To Contain A Liquid, Gas Or Vapor At Different Temperatures, As They Are Heat Resistant. When Compared To The Atmospheric Pressure And Without Change In The Volume, Our Pressure Vessels Can Be Categorized As Thinned Wall Pressure Vessels, Thick Walled Pressure Vessels, Transportable Containers, And Gas Cylinders. Pressure Vessels Are Highly Applicable In Petroleum Refining, Petrochemical Industries, Water Treatment Systems Of Boilers & Steam Generation Equipment.

Batch Reactor
Chemical Plant

Storage Tanks
Storage Tanks Are Containers That Hold Liquids, Compressed Gases (Gas Tank) Or Mediums Used For The Short- Or Long-Term storage Of Heat Or Cold. The Term Can Be Used For Reservoirs (Artificial Lakes And Ponds), And For Manufactured Containers. We Specialize In Design, Engineering, Manufacture And Supply Of All Kinds Of Storage Tanks Such As Large Diameter Modular Tanks, Trailer Mounted Tanks For Shale Gas Exploration Projects. We Have Qualified Welders And An In-House Quality Control Department. We Have Fabricated Carbon Steel, Low Alloy Steel, Stainless Steel Equipments.

Rotary Drum Dryer
AUTOCLAVED AERATED CONCRETE PLANT [AAC]

Vee Key Industries is leading manufacturer of AAC Plant. AAC is non-combustible. So in the case of fire, no toxic gases or vapors are emitted. Solid AAC construction without any additional finishing materials provides a fire rating of 4 hours for a 6 inch minimum wall. This exceptional rating meets even the most stringent requirements of the standard building code. It has been refined into a highly thermally insulating concrete based material used for internal & external construction. One of its advantages in construction is its quick and easy installation.

- Highest fire rating in the industry
- Ideal for fire and shaft walls
- Non-combustible
- No toxic gases or vapors emitted
- Is non-combustible
- Prevents spread of fire
- Will never emit toxic gases
- Additional coating not required
- Install before building dried-in
- Fewer inspections required
- Up to 6 hour fire rating
General Heavy Fabrication

General Heavy Fabrication Is A Type Of Manufacturing That Includes A Combination Of Processes To Make Components Of Thick Plate.

Fabrication Is Usually Considered Heavy Fabrication When The Plate's Thickness from 10 mm to 50 mm. The Thick Plate Requires Heavy Machinery; For Example, Instead Of Using Laser Cutting, Gas Or Plasma Cutting Might Be More Efficient. Also, Presses Need To Be Much More Powerful To Bend Pieces Of Material. Naturally, This Means That There Are Special Workshops That Have Equipment And Machinery To Take Care Of The Heavy Fabrication.

The Heavy Fabrication Manufacturers Make Components That Often Go Into Industries That Make Products Which Needs To Withstand Great Forces Such As The Heavy Vehicle Or Construction Industry. It Can Be Small Components Or Large Beams Used In Constructing Buildings.

Our Mild Steel and Stainless Welding Is Applied To:-
• Architectural Steelwork (Wrought Iron)
• Platforms
• Fire Escapes
• Tanks
• Machine Guards
• Security Doors And Windows
GRIT BLASTING, PAINTING & METALIZING

Big Enough To Accommodate Any Size. Flexible Enough To Apply Any Coating. Our State Of The Art Abrasive Blasting And Paint Facility Can Accommodate Any Size Of Product, From A Few Centimeters In Width To The Size A 40 Foot Shipping Container. Using A Variety Of Blast Media, Including Steel Grit And Garnet, We Can Grit Blast Substrate Surfaces To Class 3 And Apply A Comprehensive Range Of Industrial Coatings. With Separate Blast And Paint Booths, GME Offer Impressive Flexibility. We Can Cater For Oversize Structures Such As Containers And Their Structures, Large Metal Components And Trailers. The Grit Blasting And Painting Facility Has The Capacity To Grit Blast Substrate Surfaces To Class 3 Using A Variety Of Blast Media, Including Steel Grit And Garnet. The Separate Blast And Paint Booths Are Able To Handle Units Of More Than 15 Meters Long, Including Containers And Container Structures, Larger Metal Components And Structures, And Trailers. The Grit Blasting And Painting Facility Has The Capacity To Grit Blast Substrate Surfaces To Class 3 Using A Variety Of Blast Media, Including Steel Grit And Garnet. The Separate Blast And Paint Booths Are Able To Handle Units Of More Than 15 Meters Long, Including Containers And Container Structures, Larger Metal Components And Structures, And Trailers. The Painting Facility Has The Capacity To Apply Most Industrial Coatings.

Features

• Large Capacity Spray
• Airless Gun Spray
• Grit Booths
• Class 3 Surface Capability
• Comprehensive Range Of Industrial Coatings

Metalizing Is A Substitute For Painting Structural Steel For Decades Longer Than Paint Alone. This Is A Proven Process, Which Has Been Used Around The World For 90 Years. One Single Metalized Coating Protects Steel For 30 To 50 Years Depending Upon The Application Coating Thickness And Sealing. Normal Paint System Last For 10 To 15 Years.

Metalizing Is Considered A Cold Process In That The Aluminum Or Zinc Is Deposited Onto Steel By Spraying, Rather Than By Dipping The Steel Into A Bath Of Molten Zinc As With Galvanizing. The Metalizing Process Always Begins With Proper’s Surface Preparation Sa 2,5. Next Aluminum And Zink Or Zink Wire Is Melted In An Electric Arc Spray Or Gas Fl Ame Spray Gun. Clean Compressed Airstrips Droplets Of Molten Metal From The Wire Depositing These Particles Onto The Steel Forming The Protective Coating. This Sprayed Metal Coating Is Both A Barrier Coating And Galvanic Coating In One. THE COATING THAT SAVES YOU MONEY AND TIME The Cost For Metalizing Varies With The Project. In General An Owner Can Expect To Pay About 30 To 40 Percent More For A Metalized Coating Than For Painting, But The Maintenance On Board During The Next Decades Will Decrease Considerably.

Any Steel Structure That Can Be Blast Cleaned We Can Metalize. Applications Include 4 Ships And Vessels, Bridges, Piers And Shore Facilities, Lock And Dam Gates, Pipelines, Off Shore Oil Platforms, Communication Or Power Transmission Poles & Power Project / Nuclear Plants
BUFFING /PICKLING & PASSIVATION/ ELECTRO POLISHING

BUFFING

The Removal Of Oxidization (Tarnish) From Metal Objects Is Accomplished Using A Metal Polish Or Tarnish Remover; This Is Also Called Polishing. To Prevent Further Unwanted Oxidization, Polished Metal Surfaces May Be Coated With Wax, Oil, Or Lacquer. This Is Of Particular Concern For Copper Alloy Products Such As Brass And Bronze.


PICKLING & PASSIVATION:

A clean and passive surface finish is crucial to corrosion resistance. Stainless steel is protected from corrosion by its passive layer - a thin, impervious, invisible, surface layer that is primarily chromium oxide. The oxygen content of the atmosphere or of aerated aqueous solutions is normally sufficient to create and maintain ("self-heal") this passive layer. Unfortunately, surface defects and imperfections introduced during manufacturing may drastically disturb this "self-healing" process and reduce resistance to several types of local corrosion. Thus, as regards hygiene and corrosion, a final cleaning process is required to restore an acceptable surface quality.

PICKLING & PASSIVATION: A clean and passive surface finish is crucial to corrosion resistance. Stainless steel is protected from corrosion by its passive layer - a thin, impervious, invisible, surface layer that is primarily chromium oxide. The oxygen content of the atmosphere or of aerated aqueous solutions is normally sufficient to create and maintain ("self-heal") this passive layer. Unfortunately, surface defects and imperfections introduced during manufacturing may drastically disturb this "self-healing" process and reduce resistance to several types of local corrosion. Thus, as regards hygiene and corrosion, a final cleaning process is required to restore an acceptable surface quality.
BUFFING/ELECTRO POLISHING AND PIKLING

ELECTRO AND POLISHING

This Research Presents A New Application Of Electro Polishing Using A Low-Cost Disc-Form Electrode Offering Fast Improvement Of The Surface Roughness Of Skd61. It Requires No Expensive Special-Purpose Equipment Or Heavy Material Removal As Conventional Electrochemical Machining Does, And It Also Avoids The Complex Pre-Polishing Of The Work Piece Before The Electro Polishing. Round Bars Or Round Tubes Produced By Traditional Turning, Drawing, Form Rolling, Or Extrusion, Can Be Successively Electro Polished Using The Designed Disc-Form Electrodes. Five Electrode Designs Are Discussed. The Experimental Parameters Include Rotational Speed Of Work Piece, Electrical Current Rating And Pulse Period, Electrode Geometry, And Electrode Feed Rate. Thinner Disc And Larger Disc Taper Angle Are Associated With Larger Discharge Space For The Electrode, Thus The Polishing Is More Effective. A Smaller End Radius Of The Disc Electrode Produces Higher Current Density And Provides Faster Feed Rate And A Better Polishing Effect. A Disc With Discharge Flute Performs Better, And Larger Flute Back Rake Angle, Side Rake Angle, Wider Flute, And Deeper Flute Depth Are Also Advantageous. Although The Use Of Pulsed Current Slightly Outperforms The Fluted Electrode Using Continuous Current, It Sacrifices Both Machining Time And Cost. An Ideal Electro Polishing Process Is Characterized By A Plateau Of The Current Density-Potential Curve Corresponding To The Maximum Diffusion Rate Of An Acceptor For Metal Ions Toward The Anode. Such A Process Is Amenable To A Quantitative Theoretical Analysis. Formulas Are Derived For Decrease Of Surface Roughness As A Function Of The Recess Of The Average Surface, Amount Of Metal Dissolved Per Unit Surface Area, And Product Of Current Density And Time.